Abslracf-An online Trouble Reporting System (TRS) has been introduced at NSTX. The TRS is used by NSTX operators to report problems that affect NSTX operations. The purpose of the TRS is to enhance NSTX reliabilitj. and maintainability by identifying components, occurrences, and trends that contribute to machine downtime. All NSTX personnel have access to the TRS. The user interface'is via a web browser, such as Netscape or Internet Explorer. This web-based feature permits any Xterminal, PC, or MAC access to the TRS. The TRS is based upon a trouble reporting system developed at the DUI-D Tokamak, at General Atomics Teehnologies [I]. This paper will provide a detailed description of the TRS sofhvare architecture, user interface, MS SQL server interface and operational experiences. In addition, sample data from the TRS database will be summarized and presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Prior to TRS system all NSTX Trouble reports were maintained manually by individual groups. The trouble report system typically consisted of a log book into which problem were recorded. The proper responsible person (RP) was then notified for repair. This system did not provide for the solution of the problem to be recorded for future reference. Under new TRS system all trouble reports are entered into a single database with a unique trouble report number (TrNo). The database includes elements such as tbe major system group, subsystem group, description of problems, and a time stamp and a description of repair done on TrNo by the RP. The NSTX Chief Operating Engineer (COE) will closeout the TrNo when the problem has been resolved satisfactorily. Much time and effort has been invested in the careful design, development and maintenance of this custom web based system in order to provide physicists and engineers at NSTX with the most reliable and user friendly systems to report NSTX problems.
TROUBLE REPORT SYSTEMS OVERVIEW
The TRS system objective is to make data e n 0 'user friendly'. Data validation is performed whenever a new Trouble Report is entered into tbe database or a record is updated. The process of using the NSTX Trouble Report system is shown in fig 1.  1 
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The fourth table contains the actual trouble report information. Step 6 The ASP Scriot orocessor receives data from REFERENCE . .
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Database Server. Step 7: The ASP page responds to the client by sending a customized Web page to Web Server.
Step 8: Web Browser receives HTML sent to it from Web server and formats and displays data received.
